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THE SPANISH PICARESQUE NOVEL 
Chapter I 
GENERAL INFLUENCES 
In Spaia down to the middle of the fitteeftth 
century literature was oultiTated only at court, 
in the oloistere, and in schools. artificial, 
mytholocical, and obscure, it was addressed to 
a small class taking no heed of the people, who 
san~ their bAllads of the Cid and the Moorish wars 
despised of literary folk. 
l:he learned aad po·li te 11 terature of the period 
had abandoned the earth and moved in a ima~inary 
world. Latin, Erenah, Italian models had been 
studied and imitated. The only ori~imal pro-
ductioa had been the Romances of Chivalry which 
began to be f~shionable durint the first half of 
the sixte-e-nth century. .Hut after "Amadis de Gaula" 
these~ k~t~htjy stories became eTer more vapid and 
wordy, their heroes ceased to be human, and each 
new writer out4id his prodecessors only in the 
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size of the giants and the wild incredibility of 
the enchantments. 
The age of chivalry was passing away, the ponderous 
folios were costly and cumbersome. The drama was in 
it · intapcy . A vast amount of verse was written, bu . 
any of the ~arly "cancioneros" will serve to spow how 
mythological, metaphysical, stilted and formal it had 
become. 
ith the e~ception ot the ballads and the ~Joema 
del Cid" it is hard to find a Spanish poem of more 
than historical and linguistic interest. 
The citizen, the farmer, the soldier and the 
muleteer had their old-world legends and ballads 
orally handed down and cared nothing for the fin~ 
poetry that found fgvor at court, People who lived 
in the work-day world refused utterly to believe in the 
lovesick, lackadaisical and eupjemistic sheperds of 
the nastoral romsnce lately introduced from Italy. 
A generation that had heard its fathers tell of the 
conquest of Granada, a generation, to which the 
marvels of the New World were daily bein« revealed, 
and which had itself witnessed the heroic deeds of 
arms that spread the Span j sh power in Italy, the 
Netherlands, end Africa had no need to seek the 
stirring and the wond erful amid the enchanted 
castels of an imaginary chivalry. 
Beside that, Spain was beginning to f lag in her 
passionate quest of the ideal , an~ realize that 
all the victories ~he had won at so terrible a 
cost brou,ht her no ne arer to its attainment. 
Garcilaeo de la Ve.~a at the beginning of the 
sixteent h century was among the first to realize 
the ~ppelesene s~ of the struggle, and in the first 
flush of Charles V's glorious triumphs he gave 
e:xpre,ss ! on· to it i:m. the prophetic lines of the 
"Elegfa al Duque de Alba:" 
' I 
" L Que se saca de aquesto? Alguns gloria? 
., 
Algunos premios o aborreciaiento? 
I Sabralo qt.i en leyere nuestra historia; 
Verase alli ' que, como el humo al viento, 
As i se deshara nuestra fe.t i ga . " 
Alrer;.dy the brutal facts of pol l tical e conomy which 
the Spani ards had cheerfully sacrificed to their ideal, 
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began to press hard upon them and their empire was 
crumbling to · its fall~ The nation was fast becoming 
a nation of adventures, inspired often with lofty 
aspiration, but as she began to perceive the 
impossibility of attainment; scruples were forgotten, 
and a mad stru~~le for e~istance began. 
The spirit that under Charles V had carried the 
Spanish arms victoriously across Europe could find 
no outlet in the cautious administration of Philip 
II. So the need of a popular, nation~l literature, 
the fading of Spain's dream of universal _empire and 
the brutal facts of political economy ·eiercised 
V)e.W 
a great influence on the~type of literature: THE 
PICARESQUE NOVEL. 
Frederic Loliee in his "Histoire des Lltteratures 
comparees." fl), describing the origin of the picaresque 
novel, says: 
"Le ~enre picaresque ne correspondait que trop 
\ 1 I I bien a 1 etat social du moment, ce produit combine 
de l'e~altation de l'esprit d'aventure, de l'hypocris1e 
monacale et des habitudes de paresse qui avaient 
envahi toutes lea classes, Une misere profonde 
(1) Paris. Librairie Ch.- Delagrave. (1903). Chapitre 
XV, pag. 246,247. 
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regnait d~ns ce pays de richesses devenue le pays 
de 1~ faim~ 11 n'y avait plus de butin a se partager 
comme au retour des expeditions d'Amerique. 
Lea fievres ambitieuses avaient pour longtemps 
detourne du travail les hidal~os et lee racleurs 
de guitares. 
11 f~llait vivre, cepandant.On s'en remettait 
la-dessus aux expedients, aux tours d'adresse.La 
faveur et l'intrigue dominaient partout, 
Aventuriers de haute ou de mince volee, 
I gentilshommes de maigre fortune, alguazils, bohemians, 
courtisans, etudiants, valets subtils,coupeurs de bourses, 
' ruffians, brav~ches de tout espece, escribanos et 
procureurs ou menfiants, ils n'existaient que de ruses 
et de fourberies. 
Tela etaient lea gens et lea moeurs qu'avaient a 
peindre au naturel ceux qui lee coudoyaient a ehaque 
pas dans lee grandee villes d'Espagn~~" 
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Chapter II 
INVENTION 
Although the picaresque novel is indigenous to 
~pain, its elements had existed in the early 
~ropean literature. In the Greek novels, pirates 
robbers, leaders of land and water thieves were 
prominent figures although they have no merits 
or special characters to be called rogues for 
the Greek th i ev~s are always heroes, not anti-heroes. 
Euoolpius in the "Satyr icon'' of Petroni us Arbiter 
seems to be the forerunner of the Spanish rogue; 
and the fact, that the picaresque wri.ters were 
Classicists, _and l that Petronius tn the sixteenth 
and $eventeenth centuries was tead in the Peninsula, 
is considered as a probable bond between the 
"Satyricon" and the Picaresque Novel. 
It is true that the l0w-life advent~res and the 
excess of the feast of Frimalchio do not have 
analogy with the hungry Spanish rascal but it is 
true on the other hand that the method of Petronius 
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is faithfully followed as in the inse-rtions o:f anecdotes 
and extraneous incidents. 
Probably the Fable "Golden Ass" o:f Apuleius has 
a closer analogy to the picarc and to his sad 
vicissitudes than any other classic type, and this 
is evident by the fa ct that many o:f its incidents 
were taken in the Spanish fiction, and that this 
fable furnished to "Lazarillo de Tormes" the idea 
of describing society through the narrative of a 
servant whose passage from master to master should 
afford opportunities for observation and satire. 
What has beeu said above regards the form o:f the 
picaresque n·o~el, as :for its content it is a sl ow 
and independent movement which begins in the Middle 
Age. 
The "fabli au" aad "Le Roman de Renart'' with its 
rogue hero the fox, Ysengrin, Tibert, Renart and 
the rest, p~epared the advent of the picaro. 
Masucaio's "Novellino~(l) ~trapar6la, Sacchetti 
and Cinthid furnished many incidents to .be incorporated 
in the picaresque novels. 
~ . 
C~andrino, Nello, Bruno and Buffamalco in the 
(1) The story of the "buldero" in "Lazarillo de Tormes," 
ffTratado Quinto" is found with but slight modifications 
in the f ourth "novella" df Masuccio's "Novellino." 
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last days of Bocaaocio'e"Decameron" were essentially 
'Picaresque. 
In these "fabliau:x" and "novelle" a 'Particular style 
of ~ecd~t~ -1ea.lt e:xclus1Tely with the tricks pl ayed 
by one person upon the other. Moreover, aside from 
mere tricks, the "novelle" gave the Spanish novel 
and its successors a host of gallant ruses and tragic 
situations. Although the picaresque novel unfolded 
from other types and individual works, it evolved 
negatively from the notion of the anti-hero. 
"As in the drema the mask with its solemn ceremony 
,ave rise to the comic anti-mask, so i n fiction the 
story of the hero producea the story of the r ogue. 
Into the gap, created by the recoil from the hero 
of fiction, stepped the anti-hero of society: the 
Spanish picaro. He was the parody incarnate of the 
elder hero, the cl'ntral f1gure of aa opera-bouffe. 
But because observation and a return to nature 
were concerned in · ;11 s ver1 being, the picaro 
tr&nscended other anti-hero. They mi!ht contrast 
one f&ntasy with another, he must contrast the 
obviously real with the fantastic. A study of actual 
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life was thus his aim, observation the method, and 
the most stri kin! things of every day experience 
the sub je et ~ as those of imagi na.ry ·experience had 
been the matter of ante~edent t ypes. Bl atant 
sounds, pungent ovors, what was crude to the touch 
and strong to the right, appealed to him. 
No refinement could be expected from his story, 
nothing but a scrutiny through eager senses of 
what beet would give them i.mmediate satisfaction. 
The picaresque novel was thus grossly real and 
usual; more than that, it emphasized and made 
prominent in all ways the lower elements of reality. 
From the matchless knight or noble who was all 
perfection, it passed to the sharper, destitute 
of grace. 
The palace dissolved before the gutter, the 
tilting before the "hampa" of Seville, and as the 
courage of the paladin was replaced . by the clever 
cowardice ~f ' t he pickpocket, eo the war a~ainst 
monsters and enchantments succumbed to the common 
conflict against hunger and thirst. Instead of 
portraying the whole life, this reactionary 
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fiation of the anti-hero was confined to a world 
of its own from which the better part of reality 
even was exaluded." (1) 
(1) F.W. Chandler "Romances of Roguery~ Part Ii 
Ps«• 14~15. The Macmillan Co. 1899. 
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Chapter III 
INFLUENCE OF TEE "CELESTINA" 
ON THE PICARESQUE NOVEL 
The "Comedia de Calista 1 Melibea," popularly 
kaown for its most striking character as the 
"Celesti:m.a," appeared at the end of the fifteenth 
century, when the most extravagant spirit of unreasonable 
idealism that the worldhas ever seen was sweeping 
across Spain, and it seems with its cynical and 
merciless realism a warning from a later and decadent 
age, remindin~ the Spanish poeple, even in the madness 
of their enthusiasm, of the fate that ever waits 
upon the one who seeks to transform the earth into 
the world of his dreams, and to remould this sorry 
scheme of things to his heart's desire. 
This book which marks an epoch in Spanish, indeed 
European, literature, is neither a novel nor yet • 
play. ~hou~h written from end to end in dialogue, 
and divide4 into twenty-DRe parts, called acts, 
its lenght and diffuseness quite unfit it for 
actin~. But it is hardly too much to say that it 
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contains the germ o:f all that is original in the 
Spanish drama and the Spanish novels of manners 
and adventures. 
The plot involves a host o:f mimor characters, 
but the ar~ument is simple. Calisto in pursuit 
o:f a truant hawk comes suddenly on Melibea's garden. 
He at once f&lls in love with the girl, and 
with the outspokenne ss of a Snanish gallant, 
declares his passion. Harshly rejected, he returns 
home and falls into a state bordering upon despair. 
He takes t~to his confid ence his servant, Sempronio, 
and is persuaded to entrust his case to Celestina, 
ma tchmaker, go-between, quaok doctor, and witch. 
Sempronio goes to summon her, and we 8re introduced 
to her home and associates: a graphic and unedifying 
sceae in low life. To Calisto Celestina stakes her 
reputation on securing his suecess . in his ·su i t. 
Here the original auth or is said to have left 
his work; so well .had he indicated his plot, and 
so good a model had he furnished of brisk and 
natural dialogue, never till that time attempted in 
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S~8 nish,that Fernando de Rojas, who completed the 
book, was able to make the remaining twenty acts 
undisti•,uishable in style from the first. 
we find a~ai• Celestina who disguised as a peddler, 
makes her way into Melibea's house, wins her confidence, 
hoodwinks her and fulfils her ~ledge to Calisto. 
But the witch f alha victim to poetic justice, 
and she is murded in a quarrel among her gang over 
their 111-~otten gai~s. 
Calisto, surprised in Melibea's garden; perishes 
by a fall from the wall, whereupoa the disconsolate 
lady mounts a tower, and after bewailing her frailty, 
from its top, dashes herself to pieces at her father's 
feet. A long soliloouy by Pleberi o, the father, 
on the dan~er of evil associations, forms the last 
act. The success of the "Celestina" was rapid and 
~reat. It was translated into ever7 literary 
language includin~ Latin and has left its mark 
eTerywhere. 
A hundred years later, when the national enthusiasm 
had worn itself out, and a reaction set in against 
the unreality and absurdity of old romance, a 
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new school ot tiotion arose, which sou~ht its 
inspiration in the characters and scemes of low 
life, that the "Celestina" had painted with such 
masterly skill. 
I:t Celestina herself is the prototype ot Justina, 
the lesser characters of Sempronio, Parmeno, Carlo, 
Felicia and the rest are even more truly the 
I 
oriJinals of Lazaro, Guzman and Gil Blas. Serva•ts 
all, their rule of life is purely selfish, their 
philosophy, the quintessence of oyaism, and if Guzm'n 
and his fellows do not meet the same tragic fate 
they richly deserve it. 
Parmeno suas up the whole ppilosophy of the picaro, 
when he replying to Sempronio's "que no aabe quien 
d iablos le mostro (to Celestina) tanta ruyndad," say,·s: 
"La neoeaidad e pobreza, la hambre, QUe no ay mejor 
maestra en el mundo, no ay mejor despertadora, e 
avinadora de ingeaios~'( 1·) And necessity and poverty, 
with their oompa•ion starvation, are the only sprin~s 
of conduct that the the picaro can understand. 
(1) F. De Rojas, "La Celestiaa" Vol. II pa~. 27,28. 
Clasicos C&Stellamos. Edio. de "La Leotura." Madrid 1913. 
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Chapter IV 
"LAZARILLO DE 'TORMES" 
Time of its appearence-Its author-Argument of the 
body-Criticism. 
Aooordl~ to what Brunet says in his "Manuel"(l862 ) 
it seems that the first editioa of "Lazarillo de 
Tormes" was published in 1553. And his assertion 
,, , 
is supported by wh&t is said in the Lazarillo's 
edition publishes in Al«ala {1554): "nuevamente 
impresa, corre~ida y de nuevo anadido en esta 
segunda impresion." 
To what edition the publisher refers we can not 
know, because the s&id edition appeared on February 
26, 1554 and it does not seem possible that there 
could be in the same year the time to correct, add 
and print a new editioa. 
Anyway if we can believe Brunet's statement 
it aU.st have been printed f irst not later than the 
latter part of 1553, although no edition of that 
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year is known to exist. 
The earliest editions are: 
- Burgos, Juan de Junta 1554. 
Alcal~, Salcedo, February 26, 1554. 
Antwerp, Martin, Nucio~ 1554. 
Antwerp, Simon, 1555. (with the Segunda Parte.) 
Of the earliest known edition, that ot Burgos 1554, 
only one co~y has suvived end it is one of the 
treasures of the Chatsworth Library. 
If it is difficult to state the year of "Lazarillo's" 
publication it is :not less difficult to state its 
author. No early edition bears his name. Th~ 
sixteenth century has beea discreetly silent 
regarding him. 
I~ the Inquisition knew his name, as it did his 
work, its archives have not yet revealed the secret. 
In 1605 the book was attributed to a certain 
FrRy Juan de Ortega. In 1607 "Lazarillo" was 
ascribed to Diego Urtado de Mendoza although this 
attributioa was ignored by the editor of Mendoza's 
work, and by his biogra~her in 1627. 
The "Lazarillo's" .latter editar (1) attempts in 
(1) See: Introduction to "La Vida de Lazarillo de Tormes" 
by Julio Cejador y Frauoa. Clasicos Castellanos 
Ediciones de "La Leotura" 1914. 
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considerable detail to prove that ita author was 
Sebastian de norozco of ~oledo, with whose "Cancioniero" 
it has several points of contact. He has not met 
with perfect success, inasmuch as the parallelism 
of subjects matter, spirit and language, may be 
explained without the assumption of comaon authorship 
t\-~ for "two works. 
Proainent authorities on the Spanish picaresoue 
literature express the belief that the "Lazarillo" 
is substantially an autobiography; but the style 
is much more cultiTated thaa appears at first si~ht 
and there is more balance and vividness~~at one 
could possibly expeot from a pregonero of Toledo. 
They say that the er•ditioa the author shows, is 
brief but on the other hand it is too much for a 
"&aaapaD." Pli•i•stl), marcus t ullius(2), Alexandert3( 
Count Alarcost4), Macias(5), Ovidius\6), San Thoaas(7) 
( 1) Claaicos Cas te llanos-Madrid 1914. Pag. 71. ( 2) Same " " " " " " " " 72. (3) Same n " " " " " " " 126. ( 4) Same " " " " " " " ,, 181. ( 5) Same " " " " " " " " 185 . (6) Same " " " " " " " " ls-5. ( 7) Same " " " " " " " " 229. 
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Penelo~es(l), Masucoio(2), and the ~ible are few 
quotations and references for a XVI century writer, 
but they are too much for a rotue. 
Personally I f eel that the author of "Lazarillo" 
was not a ro~ue , or a fri ar but a writer who 
experimented and masterfully described, as later did 
Cervantes, the low environment where he ~assed 
his adventurous life. 
The structure of the novel is so sim~le as to be 
almost childish. Lazarillo-little La zarus~takes 
his name from the river Tormes, that runs by Salamanca . 
In his childhood his fa ther, a miller, was ~ublicly 
flogged and exiled for "ciertas sangrias malhechas ep 
los costales de l os que all{ (in the mill) venian, 
as in the "Celestina", (aut. 7) "~adec16 persecuci~ri 
por justicia."(3) 
He died in an expedition against the Barbary coast. 
Left to her owm resources his w f e took in washing, 
kept open house for studen~e r of the un iversity, and 
replaced her husba nd by a mul~atto groom, thief by 
(1) Clasicoa Caetell anos i;;Madrid 1914. Pa~. 153. 
(2) Same " " 11 " " 11 "Tratado v. 
(3) Same " " " " " " " Pag. 78-79. 
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profession. Eut the police invaded the house and 
Lazarillo became a guide to a blind becgar. 
His master knew by heart more than a hundred 
prayers and a thousand ways of getting moneJ. 
I • the same first chapter Lazarillo tells us 
of his wanderiRg with his blind master the tricks 
he played on him in order to get his share of the doles 
of the charitable and the begga~s cunning in ~ 
outwittin~. detecting, and punishing him. 
one rainy evening they were walki»g through the 
streets of a village,through which ran a torrent. 
~he blind man in order not to wet his feet told 
his guide to lead him to a good place where he could 
jump across safely. 
"Ponme bien derecho y salta tu el arroyo. " said he. 
"Yo lo puse bien dere cho enfrente de un pilar'' 
t~lls ~azarillo. "e doy um salta e pongame detras del 
poste , como quien espera tope de taro dixele: ;sus~ 
salta todos lo que podays porque deys deste cabo del 
agua." (1 } 
!'he blind man jumped, hi.s he a a dashed against the 
pillar, echoing like a great pumpkia, then he fell 
' lJ Ulas. uastell. "Lazarillo" pa~. 121. 
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down in a f a int. Lazarillo ran away from the town 
and never heard what bec eme of his master, nor did 
he seek to learn. 
~he .c, day after the ' -~boy was found and taken into 
s erviee by a priest. ~he change of masters 
did net improve his fortune, he had exchanged 
ill treatment for starvat ion, was reduoed to live 
with a crust a day and two onions a week. When 
the parishioners fell sick he prayed for their 
deaths in order that he might ~at his fill at 
the burial-feast. Many are the tricks he played 
to elud € the vig ilance with which his covetous 
priest guards his stock of coarse bread and great 
is too his master ' s perplexity over its disappearence • 
.[jUt the secret is discovered at la-st , and 
Lazarillo is again a wanderer. 
1n the th i rd chapter we a r e introduced to the 
most carefully drawn and interestiBg fi~ure in 
the book , the proud but beggarly es9uire or 
serving gentleman who has abandoned his splendid 
estate because of a quarrel with a richer ne i ghbor 
to whom he refused to take off his hat first. 
~ull of po i nt of honor, he hates cordially any 
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kind of work and dwells alone · in=: an unfurnished . 
house. All day gnawed by hunger, he parades the 
streets in his worn-out but well brushed cloak, 
his back trait, the sword by hie side and a 
toothpiek 1• his mouth althou~h the only food he 
gets are the crusts that Lazarillo, his servan~, 
collects by his old profession of beggint. 
with all his faults and his misery the "escudero" 
is not 11. bad fellow and Lazarillo is becomir1g 
fond,- of ~ :him when the landlord, who comes to claim 
his rent,breakes their partmership ~nd the master 
is forced to hurry elsewhere. 
~he fourth chapter iaforms us how ~azarillo 
seeking another master took service with a friar 
of La merced, a notable hater of the choir and of 
convent fare, r- i ven to roaming , secular business . 
and Tisits so . that h~ wore more shoes thaD all the 
friara of the conTent together. ~e gave ~azarillo 
the first pair of shoes he wore in his life but 
they did not last him a week nor he could put up any 
lon~er with his master 1 s perpetual trotting. Eor this 
and for other little matter~ that he does not mention , 
he quitted him. 
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It was the fifth chapter that broutht the book 
into the 1ndex Expurgatorios, for it contaims 
the famous story of the "buldero" or seller of 
indul~ences, who now becomes Lazarillo's master. 
It is a stroDg criticism against the abuses and 
the unscrupulous methodsused by the pardoners. 
The story -of the pardoners and the "al~uazil," 
that Lazarillo tells us, is taken from the fourth 
noTella of :Masucc io 1 s " ~.ovelli•o " where is 
involved also the use of a !alee ·relic: the arm of 
Saint i.uke. 
&fter four months serTiee, Lazarillo, tired of the 
"buldero" and of his tricks, left him and took 
service with a chanla in who gave him a donkey, 
four pitchers, and a whip, and sent him out to eern 
his livim~ as a water-carrier. In this business he 
made and saved a little money to buy s ~me old clothes 
and dress up honorably. "Desque me vi en habito 
de hombre de biea," he says,"di:xe ami amo se 
t omasse su asso, que no queria mas seguir aquel 
officio." (1) 
In his next venture, bein~ at the service of 
{1) Clas. Castell. pag. 254. 
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~ policeman, was so terrible the shower of stones 
and stick blows he receved by some criminals who 
sou~ht refuge i• a church, to make him decide to 
put an end to his peregrinations and look for a 
steady and peaceful position. 
His ambitior. ts at last satisfied, for he 
obtains a post as a tow•-orier of Toledo. 
"Y es" he says," que te~o cargo de prego:m.ar 
los vinos, que en esta ciUdad se venden. y en 
almonedas y oosas perdidas, acompanar los que 
padecen perseeucioaes por justicia y declarar a 
bozes sua delictos: pregonero, hablando en buen 
romance." (1) 
But his luck does not end here because he marries 
the ex-housekeeper of the Archpriest of San 
Slavedor, aad he is extremely deliihted that her 
former master takes a kiidly interest i• her and 
his affairs. ''Mas mStlaa lenguas," he says, "que 
nunca faltaroa ni faltaran, no nos dexan viuir, 
I I I I I diziendo no se que y si se que, de que veen a mi 
mur;er yrle a hazer ·la cama y guisalle de comer."(2) 
Here the book breaks suddenly off "pues" says 
(1) Clas. castell. pag. 256. 
( 2) Same " " " 261. 
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.uazarillo, "e• eete tiempo estaua en mi prosperidad 
y en la cumbre de toda buel!l.a fortuna." (1) 
CRITICISM. 
The structure of the story is so simple as to be 
almost childish. lt is uneven and defective. ~he 
book hardly admits of analysis, for its merit : lies 
i• its abrupt•ees, its marvellous touvh of nature, 
its bitiR~ and ~ood •atured satire, its vigorous 
language and its disregard of literary properties. 
Plot there is none. Lazarillo passes from master 
to master. 1ts incidents have so little relation 
one to the other that ·the censor of the InQuisition 
was able to c-qt the whole episode of the "buldero" 
without in any way injuring the continuity of the 
work. And it is necessary to remark its want of 
artistic unity, because it is exactly this fault 
which the later picaresque novelsinherited without 
the "L~zarillo's" merits. 
the satirical character of the wor~. which is least 
apparent in the seetio:a deToted to th-e ::,blind be~gar, 
becomes pronounced in the rest of the book, and the 
height of irony is reached in Lazarillo's concluding words: 
"Pues en este tiempo estaua en mi prosperidad y en 
(1) Clas. Castell. pa~. 268. 
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la cumbre de toea buena fortuna." 
It is certain that some of its incidents are not 
ori~inal but drawn fr om the store of traditional 
anecdotes which on that time supplied the materiil-1 
of many books. 
But whatever ita faults and its originality 
"La zari 11 o de Torme a" was a great achievement; _for 
the first time in a ~panish novel the very unheroic 
picaro plays the part of hero. "Written in the 
most debonaire and idiomatic uastilian" says 
Fftzmaurice-Kelly in his "History of Spanish Literature,"{l) 
"Lazarillo de Tormes" condenses into seven short chapters 
the cynisme, the wit, and the resource ~ of an observer 
of genius." 
{I) Fitzmaurice-Kelly, "History of S-panish Literature" 
-pa~. 160. 
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Chapter V 
I I 
"VIDA DEL PICABO GUZMAN DE ALFARACHE." 
I Lif e of Mateo Aleman and his connection with 
Cervantes - Argument - Influence ~f the bobk. 
·----* 
I LIFE OF MATEO A~ID~N AND HIS CONNECTION WITH CERVANTES. 
In 1555 appeared at Antwerp a Second Part of 
"Lazarillo de Tormes," anonymous like the first, 
but the work of another and far inferior hand. 
So 11 ttle the author·-~understood the book, that 
he turned it into a kimd of a fairy-story. Lazarillo 
suffers shipwreck -on the way to Al~iers, is changed 
into a tunny-fish, and becomes a great person 
amon~ the dwellers of the sea. The silly fragment 
is not worth attention. 
It is surprisin~ that in SpaiR, for forty-five 
years, with the exception of the author of the 
spurious Antwerp ::>eco:ad Part of "Lazarillo," 
nobody turned his attentioa to the "pfoaro." 
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The next to carry oa the tradition was Mateo 
Alem~n of Seville. The tirst Part of hie "Vida 
del Pfearo \#uzman de Alfarache" was published 
iR 1599. We know little about the aathor except 
that "Guzmaa de Alfarache" is not his only book, 
but it is the oaly oae deserving attention; that 
he was long "criado del iiey Doa Felipe -Ili , auestro 
seior, y natural vezino de Se~illa;"(l ) that he 
was subjected to a vexatious suit at law; and 
that retiriag himself to private life, he visited 
Mexico ia 1609, aad dedicated the rest of his 
life to l~ters. a proof of his visit to Mexico 
is an essay em the "Ortografia Gastellaaa" that 
he published i D that city. ~rom the exact descriptions 
of ...renoa, Flore•oe , Rome, and llaplee, given. ia 
his "Guzman de Alfarawhe" we must conclude that 
he travelled also in that country. 4ocordiB~ to 
what one of his friends writes about him in the 
eulogium prefixed i• the Second Part of"Guzman 
I de Alf arache;" never there was "soldado mas pobre, 
animo m~s rico ni vida mas inquieta con trabajos 
(1) "Guzman De Alfaraohe" Bardon y Locarno. 
Milaao 1603. Title pe~e. 
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. que la suya.- j>or heber estimado en mas, filosofar 
pobremente, que interesar adulando."(l) 
I In tact the author of "Guzman" more than 
inventor of tales and lmoginary travels seems to 
be himself the author and the protagonist of 
his book. 
Of his connection with Cervantes we find trace 
in a letter that he wrote to the author of "Don 
Quixote" complaini~ about his own hard fortune, 
and predictin& that of vervantes; the letter ends 
with a declaration of the purpose of its writer 
to go to ruexico.(2) 
If this letter is geauine all the conjectures, 
advanced by some of "Don Quixote 1 s" commentators 
about the unfriendly relations between CervAntes 
and Alem~n, fall. 
at the Boston Public Library existes a copy of 
"The Troublesome and Hard AdTentures in hove," a 
translation by rl.C. ~ent, and published at Londoa 
in 1652 by B. Alsop, in whose hands thw work 
came by chance. The work is attributed to both 
tl) "~.Tuzma.n de Alfarache" Part. 1I Pa~. 1. Juan 
Oliverea Editor. Barcelona, 1843. 
t2) G. Ticknor "Hist. of SpaDiBh Liter." Vol. III 
pag. 99. Ticknor and ~ields Boston. 1864. 
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Miguel uervantes and Mateo Alemdn. It is said on 
the title-page: "Written in Spanish, by the Excellent 
and Famous Gentleman, Michael Cervantes. And 
exactly Translated into En~lish." On the contrary 
the translater in his uedicatory ~pistle, second 
pa~e. says: "The Author was by birth a Spaaiard, the 
I 
same gentlema• that composed Guzman de Alfarache, 
and the second part of 11 Don Quixote." 
It may be that the translater was not familiar 
I 
with neither uervantes nor Aleman, otherwise he 
would not attribute to Alem~n the second part of 
''Don Quixote." 
Perhaps the editor who declares in his preface 
that the work came in his hands by chance, attributed 
by error the book to ~ervantes. 
~o one, as far as 1 know, has attempted to throw 
any li~ht oa the question and stiil now the author 
of the book is unknown. 
ARGUMENT. 
At the age of twelve, because of his father•s 
ruin, Guzman is driven away from his home. 
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He picks up QiS knowledge of the world in inns 
alont; the road~ and arrives in l!adrid a fledt;ed "p:icaro." 
He enters . into the sevice of a cook who teaches 
him many villanies; soon he is dismissed and 
makes up his mind to enlist and go abroad. 
Hefused on accoumt of his tender age, he becomes 
servant to an officer, and steals and cheats for h1s 
master's benefit until they reach·., italy. 
But the captain has grown afraid of him, and 
ungratefully dismisses him as soon as he can do 
without him. After visiting atGenoa his f a ther's 
relatives, who play upon him a very dirty trick, 
he decides to go to Rome. 
There he becomes a beggar, and gives an elaborate 
account of the craft as there organized and of the lews 
and rules that governed their organization, 
Rescued from his supposed piteous pli~ht by a cardill&.l, 
he exhausts the patienee of his t;ood master by 
his incorregible thievint; and fi nds a~oth•r position 
at the service o~ the .French .&abas:sador a.t:.Rome. 
Breakint; off suddenly like "Lazarillo de !ormes" 
here ends the first part of "Guzman de ,Alf !J rache~' 
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Within six ye&rs of its first publication 
appeared twenty-six editions: not even "Don 
Quixote" had had such ? vogue. Nor was it less 
tortunate abroad. The popularity of the book wns 
so great ES to induce an imitation: while Aleman 
was busy with his "Vide de San Antonio de Padua" 
a spurious second part was published by Juan Marti 
who took the pseudonym of Mateo Lujan de S&y&vedra. 
Le ter Aleman publishing his true Second Part, 
(Libro II), takes revenge on the imitator by 
introducing among his personages a Sayavedra who 
would pass himself as a native of Seville, but all 
were lies because he was from Valencia. Sayavedra 
figures as Guzm~n's bounet and jackal till he ends 
crazy and drowns in the . sea. while returning to 
Spain. 
I In the Second Part we f had again Guzman devoting 
his talent to the love affair of the French Ambassador. 
He falls victim to Iii trick playe• upon him by a 
lady whom his master persecuted. The fame of his 
discomfiture is so wide that he is forced to quit 
Rome. Going to Florence he is cheated and robbed 
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by his com~anions; he remedies his fortunes by his 
extraordinary skill at cards. Jow he enters upon a 
more ambitious course of rotuery, and sets up as a 
gentle~man. ln Siena he meets Sayavedra who is 
taken into his service. Playing tricks continuously 
and tellint stories duriBg the travel,they visit 
BoloniF, Milan and GeBoa. 
I 
.t1ere by a series of clever tricks ll-uzms.n robs the 
relatives of his father who had treated him so ill 
whea, on his first arrival at Genoa, he ~resented 
himself before them ~oor and friendless. On his wey 
back to Spain his servant Sayavrdra is drowned. 
After his return to ~~aia Guzmen almost interruptes 
his carreer of rsscality. He ~oes to Saragossa and then 
to kadrid where he gets married. ~ow cha~ters of the 
book are dedicated to the description of his 
married life. 
I 
when his wife dies he decides to go to Alcala 
de Henares in order to study theologye and to become 
a ~riest. Instead of becoming a priest he gets 
married a~ai•, drops his studies and with hie wife 
~oes to madrid from which city soon they are exiled. 
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~oiDg to Sevilla he finds his old mother. ~o 
complete his happiness. his wife quites him and 
goes to Italy with the capta in of e. ship. Naturally 
I GuzmaB misses his adventurous life and becomes 
a~aiB a ro~ue. ~ut durin~ one of his operations 
he falls into the hands of the justice and is 
condemned to the galleys for life. 
AB officers • servant he seizes a cn~nce of 
betrayin~ . a plot of mutiny among his f ormer 
aompRnions. It is while still on board awaitin~ 
pis pardon, and as he assures us, fully repentant, 
that he finds time to write his exhaustive and 
ethaustin~ story . 
INFLUENCE OF THE BOOK~ 
The "GuzmJn de ~lf~rache" soon after its first 
publication was tra»slated and printed all over 
Europe, in Portu~uese and even in Latin; a rare 
success whose s~cret lies partly in the ace when 
it appeared and still more 1• the power amd talent 
of the author. 
Although "Guzman de Alf ars.che" ia its ~eneral 
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plan closely follows "Lazarillo de Tormes," it is 
distin~uished from its model by its vastly greater 
length, the more studied development of its principel 
character, its more finished style, the introductiom 
of episodical stories like the Moorish romance of 
usmin and uaraxa, and by the lonr, and wearisome 
moral commentary th&t follows each new escapade and 
misfortune of its hero. 
~he object of the writer is to chastise vice and 
combine pleasure with profit. But a great change 
hes come over the picaro; now he has grown up, he is 
a men wPo acts, observes, thinks aDd comments. 
He has seen the error of his ways, and is on the 
hi!h-road to respectability. at times he even goes 
the lentth of pai•tin! himself as an honest man 
driven by misfortune to evil courses. 
I ~hese modifications th&t alemaa mede aR the character 
of the picaro and on the style of the picaresque novel 
I influe•ced enormously the later novelists: Perez, 
Cervantes, ~spinel and Quevedo. 
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Chapter VI 
I 
"LA PICARA JUSTINA" 
Argument - Criticism. 
ARGUMENT. 
The "Libro de entretenimiento de la p{aar n 
Justina" was published at Medina del Campo by 
Cristoval Lasso Vaca in 1605, following the 
Second Part of "G~zman de Alfaraahe " and as its 
sequel. The real name of the author seems to 
have been Andr~s P~rez of Leon, a Dominican 
friar, who, f or professional reasons, and for 
several works of ecclesiastical nature he had 
written before, wanted to conceal his identity 
under the pseudonym of Francisco de Ubeda.(l) 
This assertion is supported by the f act that 
only a native of Leon could give all the detailed 
descriptions of the city and its vicinities which 
we find im the novel. It is supposed that "La 
P{c era Justina" was conceived aad written durin~ 
Perez's students leisure at the University of 
(1) R. Foulche-Delbosch. "L'auteur de l a Picara Justina. 8 
"Revue hisnaniaue." Vol. X. pag. 236. New York. 1903. 
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Alcala. 
The author used as a model of his work the best 
known novels written on the subject. In the "Prolog0 
I 
sumario de ambos los tomos" :perez, describing Justina 
says:" Justina fu~ mujer de raro ingenio, y feliz 
memoria ••••• fu~ dada a leer libros de romance •••••• 
y as{, no hay enredo en Celestina , chistes en Momo, 
simplezas en Lazaro, elegancia en ~uevara, chistes 
en Eufrosina, enredos on Patranuelo, cuentos en 
ABno de Oro, y generalmente, no hay cosa buena 
en romanc~ro, comeeia, ni po eta espanol, cuya 
nata aqui no tenga cuya quinta esencia no saque. 11 (1 ) 
The novel is composed of a lJng introduction: 
"La Melindrosa Escribana," and of four "libros:" 
"La P{cara. Montanesa," and ! La P{cara Romera," 
"La P{cara Pleitista, 11 and ~La P{cara Novia," 
The second ''li bro" is the lon~est and is 
subdivided in tree parts. 
Justiaa after a lon~. tedious, rambling invocation 
to pen, ink and paper gives an elaborate account 
of her ancestors, who were gamblinc barbers and 
puppet-showmen. ner fether, Diego Diez , a very 
astute innkeeper, was killed with a blow from a 
(1) "La P{cara Justina" Prolo~o. Ramon Sapena. Haroelona. 
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half-peck measure by a ir&te "caballero" he had 
cheated on the mixi•~ of grain. Her mother 
choked to death while eatiB' a s~olen sausage. 
oavimg been left alone, Justima begi•s her 
wandering career. On her way to a fiesta at 
arenillas towards night she is captured by a band 
of seven students who are on a cart, disguised as 
canons and archdeacons. They dance and sing a 
romance with the refrain: 
"Yo soy palma de danzantes, 
Y hoy me llevan los estudiantes." 
They make her sint the sa.me refrain so that 
ber cries for help are mistaken by the wayfarers 
for the refrai• of the sont. In order to saTe 
her virtue Justina uses all her strategy. ~he 
askes the students to give a public feast; 
durin~ the feast they get drunk and the he~ine 
drives the cart home with the students prisoners, 
.tteeching the village they wake up and are forced 
to run to save their lives. 
Her second escapade is in Leon. Th s time she 
takes as companion one of her best friends: 
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Barbara Sanchez. Her tricks begi• defraudin~ her 
hostess, foolin~ a student, whose ~olde• "agnus dein 
she chan~es for the silver one she has around her 
neck. Nobody csn surpass her iR plannin« and 
executing tricks. I:f somet11hes others atteapt or 
succed to fool ker, she gets immediate and full 
reven,e. tio,on losin~ her ass she steals another 
one to replace the loss, to get money she disguises 
hersel:f masterfully as a beggaT, ~fter a visit to 
the cathedral of Sam Lazaro, where she makes fun 
of the place, of the priest and of the "cantadores," 
probably this the most anticlerical passage of the 
book, she deeides to return home, but on her way 
back is aanoyed by the stupidities of a student who 
wants to accompany her. ~o ~et rid of hi• she 
askes, as a favor to return to the inn, where she 
spent the ni,ht, aad get a basket of honey s he has 
forgottell under the bed. The studeat runs back 
to the inn findin~ out that the picara has not 
paid her bill and that the basket contains •••••••••• 
somethin~ very differeat of the honey. He makes 
himself ridiculous and is beaten also by the hostess. 
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For the third time Justina leaves Mansilla but 
on · this oecasion she is forced by her brother and 
sisters who want to despoil her of her inheritance. 
She persuades her lover to steal for her all 
the family jewels. The plan bein~ realized, she 
engages a lawyer to conduct a legal protest 
against her relatives. The lawyer gets all her 
money and she is constrained to enter in the 
service of a rich old wool-spinner called "la 
~orisca." Her mistress dies, and Justinn,asserting 
that she is her,trand-childJ~ets the old woman's 
wealth. 
This mo»ey she emphyes in brin~i~ a new 
Q lawsuit against her relatives to rec~er her 
inheritance. Her second attempt is successful 
and she returns to Mansilla victorious. 
I n the forth and last 11 libro" Justina has made 
up her mind to :get married. She has money and, 
na turallJ, her pretenders are .... not few. IJ:he first 
one "llamabase :Maximino de Umenos, y aun era menos 
de lo que parecia."tl ) He had several trades but did 
not make money enough to support himself. Justiaa, 
who was very particular on the choice of her future 
compa•i on refused him. · 
(1) "P{cara Justina." pag. 290. 
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The seco•d courter is the son of a washerwoman 
who becomes foolish flagellant in order to win 
Justina 1 S favor. 
During the fiesta of "la Vera Uruz" he appears 
in front of Justina 1 s house, followed by a crowd 
of boys, and beatiB~ himself with a whip, as he 
passes through the doorway, the picara throws a 
boiler of cold water on him and the boys do the 
rest driving him out of town. But finally she is 
won by a card-playin' widower, former man at 
arms who has distinguished himself in several 
occasions for his braver7; already the court has 
appointed him as a guardian of Justi•a•a estat~. 
She cannot fi•d a better suitor and decides to 
marry him. The novel ends with the festiviti~s that 
take place at the inn durin~ the marriage 1 s ceremony 
and Justina 1 S last words :"Soy reciea casada. Es 
noehe de boda. a bue neches." 
~ e notice in this work little power of invention 
in the incidents, which are few, poor, and uninteresting. 
The author himself says that they were all real 
actual occurences which came under his knowled~e. 
and this fact explains in part the lack of invention. 
Mere discourses involved and eccentric style, play 
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on words, puns, affectation of new words, peculiar 
phrases and the costant effort to say witty and 
brilliant thin~s render the all narre tive fati~uing. 
The "Moral" or "Aproveciamie:~~.to" appeJlded to 
each chapter , after revolting disquisitions om 
knaveries and lubricities, is invariably a platitude 
of most impertiBellt kind. 
But,apart from these defects we must acknowle dge 
to ierez the merit of ha~i~ attempted for the first 
time the risky subject of the lady Picaroon. 
The fact that the anti-hero was replaced by the 
anti-heroine eliminated the masters, and the picara 
received greater freedom than the picaro; on the 
other hand being the protagonist a woman, her 
wanderi-cs were all limited within a narrow 
environment. Bo long tales were introduced, mere 
ramblin' discourses took their place. It is also 
Perez's merit the illTention of the "versos de cabo 
roto" that he uses among the vers~fied ar~uments 
which preeeed each chapter, and that later we find also 
ia uerTa•tes" "Don Quixote." 
Chapter VII 
THE PICARESQUE NOVELS OF CERVANTES 
The next auth~r of rogue-ator~es in chronolo~ical 
order is Cervaates. I:ra 1613 he published his "Novela.s 
Ejemplares," romantic stories, for the most part, of a 
kind that had beeB made popular by Italian writers. 
These "nove las !! are instinct with that sympathy 
for the superhuman idealism of chivalr}l, end with 
that love of all thtngs human which gave immortality 
to "DoB Quixote." 
We are concerned with the six "novelas"-there are 
twelve in all - which have more or leas claim to the 
title o_f. picaresque. Of these, three may be dismissed 
ht a few words. "El Lioenziado Vidriera" takes its 
interes~ and title :raot from the picaresque wanderings 
of ~omas Rodaja, but from the wit and wisdom of his 
sayimgs, when he imkines himself made of glass. 
" 
La "Gitanilla" ~ives a detailee picture of 
~ipsy life, but Preciosa, the heroime, is as little 
affected by her complexion by the sun and wind; 
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she is a character more romantic than picaresque 
"La Ilus~re b're~ona" starts out in true picaresque 
style: two youths of noble family leave their homes 
on pretext of studying at Salamanca, but inteadin~ 
really to rua away to the tunny-fisheries of Zahara, 
the piearo's Paradise, in quest of liberty and 
adventure. 
But with the illustrious scullery-maid we fiud our-
se~ves in the regions of romance, and her perfections 
prepare us for the inevitable discovery that she is not 
what she seems. But with 1:.:"El Coloquio de los Perros," 
"RiBco:nete y Cortadillo," we ere in the Spain that 
"Lazarillo" and "G~zmRB" have made familiar to us. 
i~e conversation of the wise do~ Berganza and his 
comrade Scipion has all the best qualities of the 
picaresque novel, as well as the infinite sympathy 
and humor of Cervantes. 
"El Casamiento E~anoso," a brilliant, if not exemplary 
"novela," tells with admirable directness and force, · 
how the "picaro" seekin~ an heiress married the 
"pf.cara" seekiE« a wealthy husband. 
13ut of all picaresque "novelas" none can surpass 
"Riaconete .Y ~ortadillo," a chapter from the lowest 
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life of Seville. Cervantes is content to rely 
for his interest not upon amusin~ incidents and 
ingenious tricks, but upon his livi~ presentment 
of the thieves school of Monipodio and of the life 
of the countless scoundrels of Seville, and still 
more upon his unsurpassed mastery of char8cter 
drawing. I Aleman's tedious and well-meant moralizing 
becomes in Cervantes ' hands concise, and spiced with 
malicious irony and wit. 
&n inn -t n Sierra Morema is the chance meeting 
place of two ragamuffins bound southward t~ameliorate 
their fortunes. 
"De basta ed~d de catorce a quince anos el uno, 
y el otro no pasaba de diez y siete: ambos de 
buena gracia, pero muy deseosidos, rotos y 
maltrados~ capa no la tenian, los calzones eran 
de lienzo, y las medias de cormas; bien es verdad 
que lo e~endaban los zapatos, porque los del 
uno eran alpar!atas tan traidas c•mo llevadas, y los del 
otro picsdos y sia suelas, de manera que mas le 
servian de cormas que de zapatos. 
Tra~!a el uno mont~a verde de cazador, el otro 
un sombrero sin toquilla, bajo de copa y anch~ de 
fal~a. a la espalda, y cenida por los pechos, 
traia uJlo una camisa de color de ~amuza, encerrada 
y reco~ida toda en uma manga; el otro ven!a escueto 
y sim alf or j as. puesto que en el seno se le 
parecf.a un gran bul to, que llaman valo:aas almidonadas 
almidonado com grasa, y tan deshilado, de roto, que todo 
parec{a hil~cias; ven{an em el envueltos y guardados 
unos naipes de fi~ura ovada, ~orque de ejercitarlos 
se lea habf.a:m gasta4o las puntas, y porque durasen 
mas, se las cerceneroJl y loa dejaron de aque1 talle. 
~stabaa los dos quemados del sol, las unas caireladas, 
y las manoa no muy limpias; el uno tenia una media espada 
y el otro u• cuehillo de cachaa amarillas.(l ) · 
No better port~ait of the "p{caro" caa be f ound. 
The greetings of these two worthies are e~chan«ed 
with stately courtesy, but theyspeedily Llake 
friends, and throwillg off the mask confess to each 
other the "pecadillos" which oblited them t o quit 
their homes. :ihey ~et money for their journey cheating 
a mu1eteer . with the oddly shaped cards. 
tl) CerTantes "Novelas Ejemplares" Pag. 109-110. 
~. Belsoa & ions. London. 
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At Seville thei set up as "muchaohos de esportilla" 
hiri~ themselves to accompany householders to 
market and carry home their purchases. 
This, of course, is only a means for pickinc 
pockets. But they;- soon find out that the tricks 
they have learned is the country are nothing to those 
practised in the metropolis of "p{oaros" where all 
·body of malefactors, from petty thieves, who steal 
linen hung out to dry, to first-class cut-throats, 
are or~enized into a regular association. 
An aoauaintance picked up iR the street, a ~ull-blow• 
"p!caro" who, whe• askedt 11 LEs vuestra ·merced por 
ventura ladroa?(l ) " answers, us{, para servir a 
uios y ala buena gente," iBtroduces the new-comers 
to Monipodio, the head of the associatioB. 
The various throng of bullies and low women 
over whom he holds his power is sketched with 
extraordinary skill. 
Rinoo•ete and ~artadillo must pass an examination 
of their knowledge im knavish tricks which they 
enumerate before bein~ admitted iRto the roguish 
society. 
~onipodio presides : ~ querr{a saber, hijos, lo 
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I que sabeis, para daros el oficio y ejercioio 
conferme a vuestra inclinaci6• y habilidad." 
"Yo, respondi6 ~inconete, s~ un poquito de floreo 
de villaao; antiendeseme el retea; ten~o buena vista 
para el humillo." " · I I LI vos, uortadillo, oue sabeis?" 
"io, respond!~ uortadillo, s~ la treta que dicen 
mete dos y saea cinco, y se dar tiento a una faldriquera 
con mucha puntualidad y deatreza." 
• · I I 
"1...Sabeis mas?" 
"lio por mis ~ra11des pecados, reapondio oortadillo."(~ ) 
The organization of the gang is revealed, the book 
of e'hgag~inents · read out ~ . a:p.d . i ta ·' 'flrious i tema of 
wounds, beatin~s insul~s, and frights, retailed by 
the company at fixed prices, are ~ ssigned for execution 
to suitable members. 
The 'descri"P._tion of the lovers' quarrel in low life, 
Cariharta and Repolido, is unsurpassable in vi~our and 
vivacity. Its realism is startli~, but it is saved 
from being merely repulsive by its author's 
inimitable gift of h~mour. 
No shadow of hypocrisy lies about their common altar, 
or even about the piety of the old woman, Senora 
(1) "Novelas Ejemplares." Pag.131-132. 
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Pipota, who,having vowed to burn a candle before 
a shrin~ as a thank-otfering fon the successful 
theft of a bundle of washing, borrows the sum necessary 
without any intention of repaying it, under pretence 
o:f .- having her purse at home. 
The absurd faith of the whole proceedings is 
what striJeS the reader most. 
But one can only r&~ret that Cervantes never fulfilled 
his promille for a fuller account of the life and !!liracles 
of Ri .conete and Cortadillo and their master Monipodio: 
~t ~ mi~ht 0w~ll have been that the picaresque novel, 
which had its origin in Spain, would in Spain ·have 
attained its highest development. 
Uafortunately Cervantes ~as inimitable, and his 
"novelas"had little influence upo• tbe ~., aevel-opment 
of the picaresque rom~nce, which was groping as 
blindly as ever after artistic expression. 
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Chapter VIII 
I I 
"VIDA DB M.ABCOS DE OBREGON" 
' ~ Life of Esp1nel - Ar~ument. Criticism & ~n:fluence. 
LI.FE OF ESPINEL. 
It is necessary to know the life of the picaresque 
QUthors in order to see the close relation that often 
exists between the writers and the heroes of their rogue-
stories. 
We do not find ima~ination, invention in their 
composition; incidents and characters are supplied by 
memory, while rogue experience, often untouched with 
sympathy, gives the coarse and realistic setting. This is 
specially the case of "La Vida de Marcos de Obregbn," for 
Me.reos de Obregon and Vincent Eapin 1 ;· are practically one 
and the same person. Eapinel came of a poor :family of 
"conouistadores," or original Ghristian settlers at Ronda, 
there he studied Latin and music umtil the age of twenty 
when his :father sent him off to Salamanca with a huge old 
:fashioned sword, a good frieze cloak, a little valise and e. 
blessin~ to make his way in the world( ~). Eindered in his studies by 
Class. Castell. Espinel "Vida de Maraos de Obr-e-g-o -~ 
Part I. ' pag. 164-165. "La Lectura" Madrid. 1922. 
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hia natural restlessness and poverty he lived two 
wmserable years. 
In 1572, beint; the University dispersed by the 
Iaquieition, Espinel, penniless, set out for his 
home, aski~ alms on the road, visitinc famous places 
by the way. 
a few months later he was acain in Salamanca 
studyi~ for the Church; in 1674 he suddenly quitted 
the University and obtai nee the post of "alf ares'' or 
standered-bearer to the vice-admiral of the Spanish fleet. 
But a plague fell upon the camp; among those who 
e•caped was Espinel who wandered through the basque 
provinces and ~avarre to ~aragossa. 
i!1 or some years he served a count at Valladolid 
as "esaudero," later he t~ok part in a expediotion to 
Afriua where lived a loose and disorderly life. ~oroed 
by his duels and quarrels he sou~ht refu~e in Italy. 
At thirty-four Espinel ~rew weary of the life he 
had been leadi~ as a p~t. soldier, musician and 
adventurer and through an old friend he obtained an 
ordiaation in the modest chaplaincy of Honda. 
There he~~ote some sonnets full of promise and 
amendment, but his recent disorderly life precured 
him scandala and persecutions. After the death of 
Philip II the scandals agai•st him were forgotten, 
he was welcomed in the literary world, enjoyed the 
friendship of Cervantes and Lope de V•~as, and was 
appointed as master of music at the school of Plasencia 
where he died in pe&ce durin~ the winter of 1623,4. 
ARGUMENT OF THE BOOK. 
I I 
"Ls Vida de Marcos de Obre~o»" appeared in 1618, 
five years af~er the "Nove1as Ejempl~es." 
Its author was already an old man. The whole story 
which comsists of two volumes divided into forty-nine 
"descansos," or chapters, is told by a shabby old 
servi~-~entleman to his friend the hermit while 
shelteriag from a dbwnpour rain in the ouskirts of 
Madrid. 
I Before introducinc us to the hermit Obregon tells 
us of his service as "escuderou in the house of 
Dr. Sacredo, whose wife he saves from dishonour. 
AS Dr. Sa~redo is movin« to an other town in the 
old Castill!:!, he goes looking for an other master. 
On the Se~ovian bridge he meets an "hidalgo" who 
trys to get him in his se~vice as ~receptor of hie 
children. 
I Obregon takes several chapters to tell us his ideas 
on the education of the young people. But soon he 
. 
discovers the poverty of his future master and refuses the 
position. The ne~t morning he takes ref~e during 
a storm in a he!mita!e where he relates his life to 
the hermit. We pass from the dim !arret of starving 
student aj Salamanca to an assembly of "virtuosos" 
in an Italian saloon; from a thieves-kitchen in 
Seville to a. palace in Algiers. 
His father sends him to study in ~alamanca where he 
su!fered hun~er and ill treatments. after three years of 
study a letter from home calls him back to his native towx, 
Honda. On his way back he meets all kinds of rascals who 
play upon him and upon his companions all sorts of tricks. 
His desire of traveling and adventure is stro~er 
than that of studying, so he enlistee in the fleet that 
i:it:1 3&~der is ,ettil!g ready· for the invasion of 
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En~land. 
I A pla ue prevents its sailin~. Marcos wanders 
throuth vizoaya and falls in love; he encounters 
dan~erous opposition even to the point of being 
thrown i the well,it of a mill by bravos. 
adventure he has in Sfagossa, where,playi~ 
third im _love affair to help one of his friends, 
he makes imself ridiculous. 
ds the first "relaci~n" of the tale. 
I Marcos and the hermit sup~er together and go to 
sleep. 
~he ne t morni~ 1 after a discus sion with the hermit 
on the ortance that should be given to the dreams 
I 
and how a good book should be written, Obregon 
co~tinues his story telling how in Seville,involved in 
a love in rigue,~e is imprisoned by a lady in a well-room, 
from wher he escapes by setting :fire to the house and 
~y bein~ ietaken for a demon when the firemen came 
to e~tin! ish the fire. To evade from the justice 
he disgui es himself as a be~gar, and after a 
roguish c rrer he leaves Seville, ambarkin« for Italy 
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in the tratn of the Duque de Medina-Sidonia. 
During e storm he ~ s wracked of the Balearics 
and carried prisoner by some !arbery corsairs to 
Al~iers. A girl falls in love with him , but on 
account of different religion he can not love or 
marry her. Later he succeedes in discoveri~ tha 
thief of the viceroy's treasure, is freed and sent 
back to Spain; but the ship is attacked by the Genoves 
fleet commanded by Marcelo Varia. Obregon is mist&ken 
for a turk and carried to ~enoa in captivity and 
later is freee. His Italian ravings and his return 
to Spain cover the third "relacidn." 
I Durin~ his journeyng in Milan Obregon is the 
prota~onist of the most heartless horrible and 
cynical stories which accour in the picaresque novels: 
he is jailed after a ouarrel with peasants, hut he 
escapes maki~ believe his gaoler that he can 
make gold, and ruthlessly blinding him by easti~ 
corrosive acid into his eyes, rlsaqu~ mis polvos, y 
parecieronle del mismo 6~b:" 
. . 
"Pues mirad - le dye - que cordial olor tienen; y 
echeselos en la mano; el los lle~o a oler, y yo con 
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mucha preste~a le di una palmada e~ la parte baja 
de la mano y saltaron en los ojos, cajendo el de 
lQ otra parte sin sentido, ni sin poder hablar. 
( 
Yo me holgue en el alma de haber salido bien con 
mi intento, que aunque I fue a costa del pobre 
carce~lero , par la libertad todo se puede hacer. 
I Este miserable de carcelero, que por donde penso 
I 
ver su casa llena de oro quedo sin ojos para verlo. 
Di~s mire por los codiciosos y los reduzga a la 
medicina que conserva la vida y aquita la 
conciencia ."(1 ) 
On his way to Venice; he encounte~s a melancholy 
gentleman who starves his wife to death for a 
supposed infidelity. Procuring this lady's reconcilation 
I 
to her husband Marcos continues his journey untill 
he reaches Venice where a woman playes upon him 
a clever trick that he counter-trickcs masterfully. 
ReturaiEg from Italy to Spain he is foreak~n 
on an isolated island, but saves his life by 
swimming to the mainland. 
( 1) Espinel "Marcos de Obregon" pag • . 151·152.~· <naa 4! 
Cast. "La Lectura" Madrid. 1923. 
Frew Barcelona he goes to Madrid and takes service 
1• the houae of a creat prince. Erroneously 
I imprisoned, Marcos, wheJr-.~a~aim free, departes from 
ARdalusia , meetia, at Cordova his Alceriem ~irl 
who comea to Spain to be Uhristian. Once more 
I Marcos is captured by coraairs and as soom as he ~ets 
away from them he falls iato the h~nds of a ,.~ 
of robbers, who take him to their cave. ~here 
he finds his old master ur. Sa~redo, who tells 
him the advemtures he met in an e%pedi~1o• sent by 
Ph i lip Second to the strait of Magellan. Doctor 
Sa~redos's wife mow appears dis~uised as a page, 
haviD~ escaped from the Turks on the 8trait of 
Gibraltar while with her husband. 
She informes the robbers of plaB on foot to 
arrest them, and tpe captives being loosed proceede 
to Madrid. 
. I 
Here Marcos cl osed his story leavi~ 
the hermit and remarking the damage wrought by the 
storm. 
. I 
He concludes his third and last "relacion" 
excusing his use of simple lanr;ua&e, be~r;int ··f-9r 
corrections and for ~he reader ' s indultence. 
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CRITICISM & INFLUENCE. 
1 I 
"Marcos de Obreson" has been always considered 
as one of the best books of its cl~ss. While 
"Lazarillo" contains a greater number of finished 
pictures and is Surpassed only by ·"Celestins" in 
vivacity, "Marcos de Obre~cSn" is much more carefully 
and alegantly written. Occunying a half way position 
between the rogue-storu, pure and simple, and the 
ordinary novel of adventures, it contains some 
admirably drawn characters such as Dr, Sagredo and 
his hau~hty wife, Cornel i o and his ingenious 
revenge. 
There is anything extraordinary in it. It is a 
picture of the vulgar life passed without hero i sm 
by the Spanish society of the XVII century. 
There is in the all novel a strong intellectual 
curiosity, a strong aspiration toward somethin' 
hi~her than the crude and corrosive social satire, 
toward something that fill the fault of ideal 
tijat we notice in the first picaresque novels. 
Bht, naturally, all these ~oral reflections are 
of detriment t o the characters of the work for they 
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lose their color, vivacity, and intensity. 
The author observes cnref~lly and converts his 
observation in a permanent lesson of experience. 
From the first ~age Espinei informes us of his 
moral intentions and that he expresses his doctrine 
in the form of a novel.(l) So we find his disnuisitione 
on the secret (page 80), on the will (page 82), on 
the doctors (page 91), on the servants (page 117), 
on the we alth (page 119), on ·education (page 121) on 
the respect that the son must have towards his father 
(page 242), on the games (~age- 304), . And it is to 
be remarked that he always gives one or two 
illustrations on his thoughts. 
The novel does not have satiric intentions but 
didactic. After the first pages the satire almost 
disappears, &nd,if there is any,lt never rises from 
the characters but from the situations. Marc6s is 
less a ~icaro tha• an~ other character of the 
Spanish picaresque novels. If he ever satirizes, 
if he ever uses his tricks, he does it exclusively 
for self-defence and never to attack, never for 
the deli~ht or gein of cheating. Marcos is the 
(1 ) Clas. Cast. Part I. pag. 35. 
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first hero of the rogue stories who does not wander 
in order to sati s fy his hu~er, but just to satisfy 
his spirit of advent~re. 
Although the characters of the work is autobiographical 
not always we can separate faats from fictions. 
There are several inconsistencies which occur 
throughout. In one instance Espinel mentions to 
have been in Flander at the sie~e of Maestricht, 
and yet, as far his story is concerned, he pas 
travelled only in Spain, Italy and Africa. 
I At the be~innin~ of Marcos relation to the 
hermit, the rogue has recently left the house of 
Sa~redo, but in the latter part of his consecutive 
story he has met the same Sagredo iB Andalusia, 
I 
when according to the opening of the tale, Marcos 
has never left Madrid at all. 
In spit~ of these and several other inconsistencies, 
the author has given a certai.n unity to the tale 
by beginning and concluding it with Doctor Sagredo, 
and this feelin~ for unity he stressed more by 
including into the mn.in plot the Italian ''novella" 
of the jealous Cornelio. 
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The principal characteristic of this novel are 
the intellectualism and the morality. The pfcaresque 
novel enters a new period. And intellectualism 
and morality are the germs of its decadence. 
A sentence of Voltaire t; s has made "Marc6s de Obregon" 
more famous than any of the picaresque novels. 
He ~aid, speaking of Le Sage's "Gil Blas," that 
it was entirely taken from Espinel's novel. Over 
this asserti on a mighty literary battle startee in 
which many famous men took part. 
If it is not exact to say that "Gil Blas" was 
entirely taken from "Obregdn" it is true on the 
other hand that Le Sage gathered materials throughout 
the broad fields of Spanish novels and comedies, 
and from Espinel he took more than from any other 
author borrowing some of his best scenes and characters, 
as the introductory story of the two students, 
the banker's love for Dona Margelina, la Senora 
Camila and many other episodes. 
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Chapter IX 
I 
VIDA DEL BUSCON 
Argume. ~t -Criticism. 
ARGUMENT. 
The next picaresque aovel and the last of the 
series is a book of a very different kind. It 
brings us ri~ht back to ori«mnal picaresque 1nsp1ratioR 
and, putti•~ into shade the more colorless pa,es 
of intermediate authors, outdoes even "Lazarillo" 
itself in boldness. lt is te*~rtlly called "El 
lira• Taeai1o,!' but its full . title is ".tiistoria. de 
la vida del Hu~uon llamado Don Pablos, ejemplo de 
va~amundos y espejo de tacanos." Its author was 
that~ ~reat, fantastic SpaRish genius Wrancisco de 
Quevedo. I• one moment courtier, at another recluses, 
private secretary to Philip IV, statema•, diplomat 
he is all the Jime pouriN~ from his pe• a series of 
occasional sketches in verse and prose, unequalled 
in Spamish for biti•~ wit, scurrility, fierce 
satire and brazen indecensy. 
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His "Vida del J:Suscon" was published at Sarat;ossa 
in July, 1626, by Pedro Verges, and the fact that 
within four years was reprinted at J:Sarcelona, rlouen 
and Pamplona and translated into several langua~es 
ia a• evidence of the greet success it obtained. 
Pablos tells his life as rapidly as the adventures 
of the first "Lazarillo de Tormes" and with as little 
moralizi:n~. Son of a thieving barber and -of a 
procuress he is the great friend of a rich school-
fellow, whom he follows from Se,ovia to Alcala de 
Henares. where he forms the center of every sort 
of riotous misdeed. A letter from his uncle,the 
common hangman, informs Pablos that his father, ... the 
barber, has been hanged, ~nd t~at his mother, the 
procuress,is trapped by the Inquisition as a witch: 
and the WI'i ter i.nvites the 'boy to return to Segovia 
in order to get possession of his father•s money 
and of the ha~cman•s office, which the uncle is 
prepared to vacate for him. Pouching the paternal 
ounces, Pabloa, who cannot adapt himself to the 
hangin~ trade, runs away for Madrid determined to 
see the world for himself. 
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on the road he meets a mock hidal~o who describes 
him the cheating fraternity of the capital in this 
way: "Somes suste de los banquetes, polilla de 
I los bodegones y con~idados por fuerza;sustentamonos 
asi del aire, y andamos contentos. 
Somas gente que come~od un puerro y representamos 
un capon; entrsra uno a visitarnos en nuestras casas, 
y hallara nuestros ~p~sentos llenos de gliesos de 
carnero y aves, mondadure.s de frutas, la puerta embaraze.de. 
con plumas y pellejos de gazapos; todo lo cue.l cog~mos 
de parte de noche par el -pueblo, para honrarnos con 
ello de a{a. aeiimos en entrando el gli~sped: "~Es 
posible que ni he ser yo poderoso para que barre. ese. 
moza? -Perdone V. M., que h~n eomido aqu{ unos amigos, 
y estos criados •••• etc." Quien no nos eonoce, cr~e 
que es as{, y pasa por oonvite." 11) 
The second book of the novel opens with the introduction 
of Pablos to the cutpurses society.His new friends 
are sY.illed in infinite frauds and ruled by an old 
woman, who tets them all in jail, but Pablos succeedes 
in quitting the prison. He ~oes to live in a private 
house, and pretending to be a noble and rich gentleman 
I (1) Clas. Castell. "Vida del Buscon". Pag. 148. "La 
Lecture.." Madrid.l911. 
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makes love t~ the landla~y ' s dau,hter, and then 
escapes payin~ his board makin~ them believe that 
is seized by the Imouisition for ma~ic. Pablos 
bribes his way out cheatin' some fine ladies, hopin~ 
to secure a wealthy wife, till he is reconized by 
his old master and sorely beatea. ~he picaro 
comvaleshin~ prospers as a cripple, as a beggar , 
as child stealer, as a vagrant mummer; he joins a 
company of players and becomes their poet; he has 
a love affair with nuns and after sets out for 
Seville where he associates with a gan~ of bullies; 
one day by1·:accident they kill two alguazils and seek 
refuge in·::the catheeral where they are fed by some 
court~ans, Pablos escapes with one of them and 
embarks for the Indies , to see if changin~ land 
changes his fortune. '~ fueme peor , pues nunca 
mejora su estado auien muda solamente de lugar ; 
y no vida y costumbres." 
CRITICISM. 
"El Busc6n" is the last ~icaresque novel of real 
literary interest and it may be compared without 
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quest i on t o the inspi rator and fonder of the gender: 
"Lazarillo de Tormes." Quevedo in the treatment of 
his novel has followed Dis predecessors: the hero 
who has retired from an agitated life, ref lects ~nd 
relates his past, consequent!~ the relation does 
not follow any plan, it is a series of pictures 
with any cohesion e~cept that of the protagonist who 
is always the same person. The haste with which 
it was written is revealed by some vul,arisms and 
contradictioll.s. 
For instance, in Uhapter I X. Part I, the poet of 
the blidmen composes the poem of the "J~sto Juez," 
and i• ~hap. IX, Part II, Pablos says that he 
composed the same poem i:n1 T!oledo. 
Ia his inventi on and originality Quevedo was 
obviously attached to tales of his precededdors. 
The same mould that had served for them could 
serve for his work, and no contributuon i n i ntrigue 
nor originality in invention was affordei. Several 
analo~ies accour in the tale and they recall to . our 
mind old friends that we have met in the picaresque 
literature. i he "pupila~e's" description has a great 
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' I 
resemblance with the one of ~lcala given by 
' I Alemen in "GuzmaD de Alfarach~"(l). Pablos• friend, 
in the cutpurses society of Madrid, who throws 
crumbs in his beard to show the people he has 
eaten is the same "escudero" of "Lazarillo," the 
same Uon Mendo we have met in "El Alcalde de 
Zalamea." 
The work is full of incidents, the author ' s 
violent ~enius often gives us a caricature instead 
of a portrait, but it is marvellously ~raphic. 
It can not be read with any pleasure; it is one 
of the saddest and painful books. Its descriptions 
of squallid and criminal scenes produee the -·: same 
impressioa as an actual visit to them. ~o . picaresque 
writers equal ~uevedo in a cold mord.acy of humor, 
in unblushin« audacity of presentatioa. lie never 
distin~uishes between vice and folly, and uses the 
same merciless lash of mockery for both. Parts of 
the book are very cca~se; once or twice it becomes 
blasphemous, and almost always it is in the nature 
of a caricature, overrun with conceit, puns and a 
reckless, fierce humor. The author attacks always 
with wit and sarcasm all orders and conditions of 
tl) Part. II. libro III. cap. IV. 
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society even his friends.\1 ) 
If the proper study of mankind were man in 
the most honest and degraded form the "Gran ~·acanon 
would be a ~reat book. As it is we turn shudderin~ 
away as Quevedo throws the cold and clear li~ht of 
his genius into the sepulchre of his nation •s 
~reatness. Apart from its style, from its sarcasm, 
from its merjiless mockery,"El ~ran !aca~o" will be 
always considered as one of the ~reatest monuments 
of ~paniuh literature, that still stand to remind 
us the depraved society of the pale majesty Philip rv·. 
(1) Class. Cast."Vida del Busc6n" pa~e, 64, 99. "Lu 
Lectura." Madrid. 1911. 
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Chapter X 
Sum.mary. -Ueoline o:f the .Picaresque Novel. 
-----**-----
•• 
The picaresque novel started as a literary reaction 
a~ainat the unreality aad absurdity of the old romance. 
tn .. 
'l'he read in« publ i c ws.s tired o:f ~'enchanted castles 
of the ima~inery chivalry, of the lovesick sheperds 
of the pastoral romance. Soldiers, muleteers, farmers, 
hidal~os had their le~ends, their ballads, so it was felt 
the need of a popular, national, realistic literature. 
And as Spain was beco~ing a nation of adventures, 
rascals and cutpurses, the hero of the new literary 
gender could not be that a picaro. 
When "La.zarillo de ~ormes" appeared it was a great 
event. I ts simple structure, its realism, its~iting, 
good natured satire, its vigorous language and its 
disregard o~ literary properties made of it a book 
widly popular. 
This rapid and ~reat succ~ss naturally tem~ ted 
the pen of other writers. 
The next who tryed the same subject was Mateo 
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Aleman • . His "Guzman de Al:farache" brings a great 
cha.n~e on the picaro. While .Lazarillo was an 
irresponsible boy, actor and observer, ~uzman 
now is a man who acts , observes reflects and 
comments; he sees the error of his way and is on 
the pi~h-road to respectability. While "Lazarillo" 
is ~leasant to read for i ~ s brevity, spontaneus 
satire and vivacity. "Guzman" is fatiguing for 
its long relation and moral disguisitions. 
Andres Perez l s "P:!cara Justina" follows the same 
plane of '\xu zman" e:xcept . that instead of the hero 
this time we have a heroine. The constant effort 
to say witt.y ann brill~int thi:q.~s depr ive the noYel 
of th~t natural spontane ousness we . find in 
"Lezarillo .. " 1 To the moralizing sermous of Al.emam ·· 
the picaresque novel now has added eccentric and 
involved style, peculiar as affected phrases. 
"La P!cara Just i na" would have marked the 
decadence of the picaresque novel if it were not 
for Cervantes who seems to have noticed that the 
piearo, tryinc to be virtous hero, would have 
lost ~round. and h1 "Rin.conete y Gortadillo" 
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Alemin vnd Perez's tedious and well-meant moraliziDg 
becomes concise and spiced with malicious irony and 
wit. 
With Espinel, and specially with Quevedo, the 
picaresque novel g ives away i ts moralizinl aim, returns 
to be what it we.s intended by its :tonder "Lazarillo," 
but ··:3ti 11 it has lost the vivacity, the simplicity 
and the,_,i ngeni oua character it had before. Quevedo's 
"Gran Tacafio" closes the picaresque literary! period. 
The early ro~ue story had a limit, an environment, 
an a ltm that the various picaresque writers overpassed. 
It was realistic, now is artistic. The subject 
was exhausted. The pieRre could not find any nore 
resources of entertainment. The readin~ ~ublic, 
that had wearied . of the romance of chivalry and of 
pastoral, now was fatigued with the adventures of 
the virtuous picaros, and his reversion to some 
sort of idealism was certain to occur. 
The later writers supplied Lazarillo's simple narrative 
with " el conceptismo," and their novels, though 
artistically , could hold a secondary place unless 
they mingled somethiBJ oi idealism and romance 
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with thejr observati on of reality, and was,therefore, 
somethi•g more than picaresque . ~y the picaro the 
n~vel writer ~ was compelled, like the rulers of Plato's 
ideal state, tb ··, leave for a time the contemplation 
of beautiful, of misty abstractions:: and to observe 
the life about him, and the world where he lived; and 
when by the powers of teni us· he brought with him 
to earth a recollection of the beautiful visions, 
he imposed upon nature the orders of his art, and 
combined harmoniously romance and reality. 
So the old .battle between the romance of chivalry and the 
picaresque no~el ends , in the the reconciliation of the 
idealism and realism. The romance is already in 
retreat. The picaresque novel declines. 
"Don Quixote" stands alone in splendi d isolation. 
END 
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